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USING OF PROCESS ONTOLOGIES FOR DECISION SUPPORT IN INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
T. Atanasova
Abstract: The use of ontologies for data mining and knowledge discovery in databases is proposed by many
researchers. In this paper it is proposed to use a lot of data collected in the information systems, to develop
methods for decision support, based on previous experience in implementing similar tasks. It is shown that the
investigations are directed towards to reduce the time and the resources, necessary to achieve efficient solutions
in the work of enterprises and organizations. In this paper emphasis is placed on the use of problem-oriented
thesauri to create ontology of processes. The development will be useful in analyzing the results and the
formation of future strategies of management.
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Introduction
Large databases within information management systems often contain interesting hidden knowledge model that
could be extracted using data mining [Mansingh, 2011]. Review of the literature shows that both objective and
subjective methods for the extraction of the interesting links have to be applied. Ontologies (as an objective
method) allow to reveal hidden implicit knowledge and to make them explicit by means of conceptualization,
which can be used in different applications and organizations.
The approach proposed in this paper involves the use of process ontologies for the implementation of decision
support, based on previous experience in implementing similar problems in the information management
systems.

Ontologies
The term "ontology" in the context of knowledge management is considered as a formal explicit specification of
shared conceptualization, which covers the consistent knowledge. Well-formed knowledge representation
language can be adopted as ontology.
The main components of the ontology are concepts, relationships, instances, rules and axioms that restrict the
interpretation of the components of the ontology. The concept is a class of objects (entities) in the area.
Relationships describe the interactions between concepts or properties. The relationships are of two types:
taxonomy and the associative relationship. Taxonomies systematize concepts as a hierarchical tree, and the
associative relationship disposals the concept on the tree. Instances are specifications of concepts, together with
the taxonomy and the relationships they form the knowledge domain.
Axioms are used to restrict the values of classes or objects (examples). Ontology may have logic inference, and
then it is so-called formal ontology. Formal ontology must have axioms that restrict the possible interpretations of
logical expressions.
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Ontologies are created in various forms - from lexicon to dictionary terms, or as first-order logic. In a broad
sense, they can be distributed over three categories: general, domain or applied ontology.
General ontologies represent knowledge, applicable in various fields of knowledge. The domain ontology focuses
on the refinement of a more narrow meaning of the terms used in a certain area, and may represent a basic
reality, in this specific area, but independent of a specific task. Domain ontology has four levels: domain,
category, class and instance.
Applied ontology is a specific sub-ontology that contains concepts and relationships which are relevant only to
the definite task, such as thesauri, which are semantic relations between lexical units. Usually they contain a
small number of concepts with relationships and inference rules, which are defined in detail for solution of
particular independent task.

Ontology construction
Ontologies can be expressed in different modelling techniques. The choice of an appropriate semantic model to
represent ontology depends on the purpose for which the ontology is build and the underlying assumptions for
achieving these goals. The mechanism of the formal description of ontology for information management is
proposed in [Загорулько, 2009].
Lot of researches makes extensive engineering efforts in ontologies construction using a relational database as a
data source. Construction rules of ontology elements based on relational database, which are used to generate
ontology concepts, properties, axioms, instances are put forward. Most approaches are based on converting a
database schema (DB) to the ontology as, for example, it is shown in [Zhang and Li, 2011].
Most domain knowledge about domain entities with their properties and relationships is embodied in document
collections. On this base in the [Hou et al, 2011] a graph-based formalism to represent ontologies has been
proposed. The procedure for ontology construction based on the Concept Map is considered in [Huang and Diao,
2008].
To construct a hierarchy of classes it is necessary not only to use the analysis of the database schema but to
make identification of hierarchies in the data itself, that’s why machine learning methods have to be involved.
The elicitation of ontology goes through few steps [Santoso et al, 2011]:
1. As the basic knowledge, a hierarchy of concepts gives information about the domain, a hierarchy of concepts
is represented as a graph G = (N, E); N - the set of nodes, E - the set of branches, where N={n1, n2,…nn},
E={e1,e2,…en}. The graph can be described using XML Schema Datatype (XSD).
2. The inclusion of basic knowledge in the process of building ontology on OWL (Web Ontology Language)
allows to speed up the process of ontologies construction. Metadata from the relational database are displayed
in OWL with group of rules for the tables, attributes, and rows: R - set of tables ri, R={r1,r2,…, rn}, ri consists of a
set of tuples t, ti ={ti1, ti2, …., tin }; p_a () - is predicate to obtain a set of attributes a from r, p_a(ri) ={ai1, ai2, ...,
ain}; p_k(ri) - predicate for getting the primary key from the ri; f_k(ri) - a predicate of obtaining a secondary key
from the ri . Then the rules for mapping tables, attributes, and instances into ontology can be design [Santoso et
al, 2011]. Only database scheme is used in [Santoso et al, 2011], without considering the actual data and
processes that accompany them. While a large amount of data stored in relational databases, represent a
valuable resource for building ontologies.
The use of ontologies for data mining and knowledge discovery in databases is proposed by many researchers
[Jung, 2009; Savvas and Bassiliades, 2009; Зуева et al, 2008; Ferilli, 2011; Pomares et al, 2011]. In this paper,
attention is focused on the process ontologies and its use for information management.
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Process ontology
One of the most famous books on the philosophy of the processes is Process and Reality, (1929), written by
Alfred North Whitehead. The author argues that all events are connected with each other and with the
environment in which they arise. Thus, the world is represented as an interconnected system of large and small
events; some of them are relatively stable. The events are always changing. The changes represent the
actualization of certain features and disappearance of others. The world is not just exists, it always becomes. As
in [Palomäki and Keto, 2006] here the idea is discussed that everything is a process and consists of the
processes. These processes are divided into constant processes that are interpreted as concepts, and the
processes which are interpreted as events, represent a finite set of four-dimensional space-time. Thus, the world
is built from events, i.e., ontologically, all consists of processes.
The consideration of processes includes [Jussupova-Mariethoz and Probst, 2007]:


when a process should be initiated and finished;



who participates in this process;



how this process should be performed; which results must be examined, analyzed and taken into
account.

Spatial and temporal order is constructed from the relation between events e1, e2, ..., еn. The relationship is a
causal connection between events, where the cause of the event is happening before its effect. The process in
its entirety is interpreted as a topological space T. The space T has starting point a and the end point b of the
process, which are events. The chain from a to b contains a sequence of events. The formal description of the
process ontology is proposed in [Palomäki and Keto, 2011].
In context of information management systems different processes can be divided into core processes
(associated with the creation of a product or service); providing processes (varying depending on changes in the
composition of the basic processes and technology) and external processes of interaction. Additionally,
processes can be identified that determine the trends and directions of development of basic processes,
depending on the analysis and estimated trends aiming in improving management procedures in the organization
[Черний and Тузовский, 2009].

Figure 1. A part of thesaurus for the word “process” (designed using resources from
http://www.visualthesaurus.com)
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Using process ontology to support the decision-making in information management
Observations show that in the systems of organizational management a mixture of workflow and dataflow
technology can be seen. Thus this work focuses on how to identify implicit patterns (as processes) in the streams
of data available in the documents held in the systems of organizational management.
All information and data in the organization is contained in a multitude of sources S (documents, files, databases,
external resources), S = {S1, ..., Sn}. Such information is structured and includes numerical data and text
fragments. Extracting knowledge from a specific domain can be considered as the construction of ontology.
Using a hierarchy of concepts as the main (basic) knowledge allows the expression of the identified knowledge at
a higher level of abstraction.
As an ontology a symbolic system {C, T, P, F, A} will be considered, where C is the set of concepts, T - a
thesaurus, or partial order on the set C, the hierarchy of relationships, "subclass" and "superclass”; P - the set of
predicates (properties); F - a function that assigns to each element of P an element from the set of C
(considering them in T); A -is a set of axioms of the ontology.
Thus, the information resources can be distributed among a set of hierarchically organized categories of
thesaurus. Each category is described semantically. Software module can be developed that allocates
annotation of documents concepts, instances of concepts and relationships between them.
When in a large organization a document is receiving (this is a starting point of the process) there is a problem of
its proper handling and direction to the appropriate department. Resolution of the document and its classification
is sometimes difficult and can bring to the loss of time and possible non-efficiency in its work. Each document
represents a specific event; the relationship between documents defines the process. Each action is associated
with the document; it is an event in the chain process of passage of the document. The process, which has been
formed during solution of certain problems, is implicitly stored in the database. Then the objective is to identify
processes that have brought to the event, as it reflected in the set of documents, and to predict future events
based on the past experience.
Description of the incoming document is summarized in terms of problem-oriented thesaurus with text processing
technology. Based on this description the graph of the document is constructed. According to the obtained
descriptions semantic search can be organized later. Then the concept - synonymous are normalized. The
conceptual closeness is derived from existing concepts in the domain.
To determine the relationship of units with one or more specified activities in the information system a method
may be used for calculation of the semantic proximity, which also assesses the relationship of these units to the
selected areas. Semantic interoperability can be calculated using the various existing methods. For example, an
algorithm for computing the conceptual similarity with the use of problem-oriented thesauri can be based on
fuzzy logic that is used to ease the difficulties in developing and analyzing complex systems.
Concepts in the ontology have many attributes, operations and associations. The mechanism of fuzzy inference
is used to calculate the conceptual closeness as the similarity of attribute xA, the operation of xO, by association
in this area xD and the range of the similarity xR - as the degree of affiliation between the concepts. That is, the
concept can probably be qualified to a given node in the ontology if the conceptual closeness is high, and so a
group of entities with identical attributes, operations, and associations with other entities is formed.
Discovering process models from information system event logs is definitely non-trivial. Within the analysis of
event logs, process can be defined as the automated construction of structured process models from event logs
[Goedertiera et al, 2011].
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By the classification of records and the use of the process ontology the system evaluates the documents. The
results are provided to the experts in the form of a semantic network of documents, which have a conceptual
affinity with concepts and relations in the ontology. In addition, the ontology of processes will determine what
information to extract and how to accelerate the semantic search. Semantic search is looking for documents in
the information resources of the organization, whose semantic descriptions are similar to the semantic query. As
a result of the semantic search, a list of found by the inquiry documents is ordered according to the semantic
proximity value and further grouped according to the process. This allows extracting and using of the information
and knowledge stored during operation of information systems.

Conclusion
The main problem for the information management systems is to manage the information and knowledge. The
ontology systems specify semantic information about documents, services, and workflows used in various
information systems. Ontology is also used to model the relations between documents and services and to
manage process configurations.
The primary aim to use of ontologies is to integrate different applications. The diverse of service models and
tools in information systems is constantly increasing, the necessity arises to have uniform base for their using
[Daskalova and Kolchakov, 2000]. Exchanging of various data needs to take into consideration not only
syntaxes but semantics of the data and processes.
The problem of inclusion of intelligent information systems constitute a scientific problem, ensuring that the
theoretical development of decision support (DSS) in real-world application areas is based on their specificity.
The knowledge-intensive approaches such as ontology are suitable for modeling complex systems.
To provide support decision making in information systems that is focused on specific goals and objectives of
management process the problem-oriented thesauri are used for the formation process ontology.
The use of ontologies allows processes to implement algorithms and decision support functions. The article
focuses on the use of problem-oriented thesauri to create an ontology of processes. Rules of generalization and
analysis of data and methods for finding solutions based on problem-oriented thesauri and ontologies processes
still have to be developed.
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